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Retail POS Stands and Mount Solutions
mUnite Stands

EZ3 EZ100 EZPOSEZDesk
The EZ Desk Kiosk Stand has 
a simple, practical, space-
saving design with a weighted 
bottom that sits on any 
countertop or sturdy surface. 
Holding your tablet enclosure 
with universal VESA mounting, 
you’ve got the perfect self-
service kiosk. It can also be 
used as a display, showing 
your customers a welcome 
message, relaying directions, 
or other helpful news.

For an attractive, sleek addition 
to your point-of-sale space, the 
mUnite EZPOS helps lessen 
unnecessary bulkiness while 
providing a stable, secure 
surface for any Star printer 
or cash drawer. With simple 
assembly and VESA mounting, 
your tablet will be protected 
and easily accessible. Cable 
routing keeps wires neatly 
hidden for a clean, fresh 
presentation to customers.

Providing security and durability 
for your entire POS system, 
the mUnite EZ100 keeps 
your counter area clean while 
providing protective housing 
for your printer. This stand was 
specifically designed for the 
TSP143, TSP654, and TSP743 
products but can also house 
competitive products. With a 
modern, space-saving design, 
the stand also keeps cables 
together and off of the counter. 

The innovative design of the 
mUnite EZ3 provides a clean, 
tidied look to your entire point 
of sale system. The stand 
not only boasts protective 
housing for our mC-Print3 
printer, but the EZ3 also keeps 
all wires together and off the 
countertop. There’s also a 
convenient customer-facing 
option on the opposite side for 
an extra tablet.

* Tablet, Enclosure and Printer Not Included

• Compatible with TSP143,          
TSP654 and TSP743 series 
• Customer-facing mount 
• Space-saving design 
• Provides a stable surface 
• +45°, -45° degree tablet tilt 

• Compatible with mC-Print3 
• Customer-facing mount  
• Space-saving design 
• Provides a stable surface 
• Hidden cable management  
• +50°, -5° degree tablet tilt

• Simple space-saving design 
• Weighted bottom 
• Simple assembly 
• +115°, -15°degree tablet tilt

• Attractive, modern sleek look  
• Space-saving design  
• Hidden cable management 
• Use with any printer  
• +45°, -45° degree tablet tilt 

The mUnite series is perfect for kiosk applications, self-service check-in and check-out, welcome message, ordering, meeting 
room reservations, online pick-up and more.
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Mount 7Mount 18 Wall Mount
For an ultra-modern look, the mUnite Wall 
Mount conveniently and securely affixes to 
most walls, keeping your tablets protected, 
easily accessible, and out of the way. The 
compact design is perfect for conferences, 
hotel check-ins, gyms, or any other self-
service functions. It can also replace 
traditional posters and signs, acting as a 
display outside any room, store, or boutique, 
drawing intrigue and saving paper.

This sleek mUnite Mount 7 stands 7 inches 
tall, affixing  to  most  common  surfaces  with  
included screws or adhesive mounting  kit. 
It not only frees up space on your counter, 
but it secures your tablet as well, keeping 
it protected in one place. This mounted 
stand is ideal for the food service industry, 
for contactless ordering in restaurants and 
dining halls, or for any front- or back-of-
house use. 

The mUnite Mount 18 is an attractive, 
streamlined alternative to clunky stands 
and computer monitors, perfect for the 
foodservice industry. Standing at 18 inches 
tall, the Mount 18 affixes to most common 
surfaces with either a simple screw 
mounting kit or a sturdy table clamp for 
secure yet temporary holds. It not only frees 
up space, it secures your tablet as well, 
keeping it protected and in one place.

Tri MountFloor Kiosk Stand 
The modern space-saving design of the mUnite 
Tri-Mount Stand allows multiple tablets to be 
seen at once, greatly reducing clutter and adding 
much-needed protection to your valuables. 
With easy assembly, this stand affixes to most 
common countertops and is perfect for delivery 
apps, takeout, or back-of-house operations. 

Our mUnite Floor Kiosk Stand boasts an 
attractive and minimalist, yet sturdy design, 
perfect for retail display or customer self-
service and check-ins. The weighted stand 
secures your tablet in any holder via a universal 
VESA mount, and can easily be stored.  

* Tablet, Enclosure and Printer Not Included

• Modern, secure & clean design  
• Simple assembly, optional table  
• Optional table clamp  
• 18 inches tall with rubber feet  
• 360 rotation at base 
• +90°, -60° degree tablet tilt 

• Sleek look, clutter-free appeal 
• Simple assembly 
• 7 inches tall, soft-touch pad on base 
• Moveable +150°, -15° degree tablet tilt 
• 180-degree tablet rotation 

 

• Ultra-modern, compact design  
• VESA holding mount affixes to any wall  
• Easily accessible, out of the way  
• Moveable + 35°, -30° degree tablet tilt 
 

• Clean, sleek, space-saving design 
• See multiple tablets at once, reducing clutter 
• Includes cable routing holes 
• Easily affixes to most countertops 
• Tablets are protected and still interchangeable 
• Moveable +90°, -60° degree tablet tilt

• Simple & sturdy self-service design  
• Pole with weighted bottom, 4-foot height  
• Easy storage and simple assembly 
• Cable management for hiding cables 
• Moveable +90°, -10° degree tablet tilt
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mUnite-POS mUnite-3mUnite-POP
With a modern, space-saving design, 
the mUnitePOP provides stability and 
durability for your mPOP printer and 
POS tablet, keeping cables neatly 
together and off the counter. Easy 
to set up, this stand also supports a 
customer-facing screen for signing or 
confirming orders.

For an attractive, sleek addition to 
your POS space, the mUnitePOS 
keeps your TSP100 or TSP650 and 
your tablet stable and well-protected. 
Hiding cables, this stand cleans up 
your counter space in style. Available 
in black or white, this innovative POS 
stand is set up in no time.

Maintaining security and stability for 
your entire POS system, the mUnite3 
keeps your counter area clean while 
providing protective housing for your 
mC-Print3 thermal receipt printer. 
There’s also space allowing for your 
own distinct branding in full view for 
the customer.

* Tablet, Enclosure and Printer Not Included

• Provides a stable, secure surface 
for the mPOP Star printer 

• Attractive, modern sleek look 

• Space-saving design that keeps 
wires off of checkout counter 

• Tablet has moveable tilt operation

•  Two-screen option

• Available in black or white

• Provides a stable, secure surface for 
POS valuables

• Modern look with cable management

• Space-saving design that helps fit 
printer at the POS

• Customer facing options, to confirm 
orders, sign for credit cards, etc. 

• Available in black or white

• Provides a stable, secure surface 
for the mC-Print3 Star printer

• Attractive, modern sleek look

• Space-saving design

• Tablet has moveable tilt operation

• Two-screen option

• Available in black or white
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A Must-Have Addition:
Pair Stands with the 
Right mEnclosure

• Wide Range of High-Quality Tablet Enclosures for POS and Modern 
mPOS Systems

• mEnclosure is Compatible with Apple iPad (Pro, Air, Mini), Samsung 
Galaxy Tablet, Microsoft Surface (Go, Pro), and more

• Industry-Leading, Adjustable Universal mEnclosure is Compatible 
with Virtually any Tablet

• Available in Attractive Black and White Finishes to Match Existing 
POS

• Pair with All VESA Compatible Mounts, Stands, or Kiosks in the 
mUnite Family

Description Part Numbers Models*

Tablet Enclosure for iPad PRO 12.9” 3rd & 4th GEN
Tablet Enclosure for iPad PRO 10.5” / AIR 3rd Gen
Tablet Enclosure for iPad AIR 1 / AIR 2 / PRO 9.7” / iPad 9.7” 5th-6th Gen
Tablet Enclosure for iPad MINI 4 / MINI 5
Tablet Enclosure for GALAXY TAB A 10.1” (2019)
Tablet Enclosure for SURFACE GO
Tablet Enclosure for SURFACE PRO 4 / PRO 5 (2017) / PRO 6
Tablet Enclosure for iPad 10.2” 7th GEN
The Universal mEnclosure

mUnite 3 Stand
mUnite POS Stand
mUnite POP Stand

mUnite 18-Inch Mount
mUnite 7-Inch Mount
mUnite EZ100 Stand
mUnite EZ3 Stand
mUnite EZDESK Kiosk Stand
mUnite EZPOS Stand
mUnite Floor Kiosk Stand
mUnite Tri Mount
mUnite Wall Mount

37969870
37968610
37968630
37968650
37968670
37968690
37968710
37969150
37950830

37967830
37967820
37967810

37954820
37954800
37954780
37954760
37954740
37954720
37954700
37954640
37954620

mENCLOSURE PRO4G129 BLK
mENCLOSURE PRO105 BLK
mENCLOSURE AIR BLK
mENCLOSURE MINI BLK
mENCLOSURE TA10Y19 BLK
mENCLOSURE SGO BLK
mENCLOSURE SPR6 BLK
mENCLOSURE 102 BLK
mENCLOSURE UNIVERSAL BLK

mUNITE-3 BLK
mUNITE-POS BLK
mUNITE-POP BLK

mUNITE 18 MOUNT BLK
mUNITE 7 MOUNT BLK
mUNITE EZ100 BLK
mUNITE EZ3 STAND BLK
mUNITE EZDESK KIOSK STAND BLK
mUNITE EZPOS STAND BLK
mUNITE FLOOR KIOSK STAND BLK
mUNITE TRI MOUNT BLK
mUNITE WALL MOUNT BLK

*All Models Available in Black or White

mUnite Stands, Mounts, and mEnclosures


